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Nota

 
 

 
Número: 
 

 
Referencia: Extensión de Prorroga TAER Boca Aircraft (1B-602) - EX-2020-56613335- -APN-ANAC#MTR
 
 
A: Sr. Michael Valdez (Representante Técnico), TAER 1B-602 Boca Aircraft (Boca Raton (USA)),
 
Con Copia A:
 

 
De mi mayor consideración:
 
 

It is pleasure contact you about the reference, in order to inform you that the Argentine Government has modified 
the restrictions duly established due to the global COVID-19 pandemic.

This change has allowed us to start planning and carrying out on-site inspections of Foreign Repair Station. That is 
why we have drawn up an inspection program that allows us, while the current conditions are maintained and that 
the restrictions of each country allow it, to carry out the renewal process of each maintenance organization.

In this regard, having submitted the request for the renewal of its Certificates in a timely manner, we have 
established that the inspection of BOCA AIRCRAFT (1B-602), be carried out during the month of May 2023, for 
which the timely extension granted until June 30, 2023. Given the tightness of our program, and the anticipation of 
this advice, we request that the mentioned month be reserved to perform the inspection by this ANAC.

Based on the previous point, I inform you that we will contact you to coordinate the details of inspection 60 days 
previous the extension due date, and we will inform you the additional amounts to be payed related to the on-site 
process.

In the event that the conditions that exist today change and possible restrictions prevent carrying out said inspection 
or this extension expires, we will contact you to evaluate the conditions of a new extension.



If you have any doubt or comment, please, contact us any time.

 

Sin otro particular saluda atte.
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